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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to the twelve edition of the
ICTA’s newsletter, ”FARES”.

Also in this issue is an article about
the strange and rare “cab forward”
options available in Checker A11’s. As
always we will share some Checker
history with an article on the stillborn
post war Checker Model D.

Free of charge, feel free to print and
distribute and put in your own binder. If
you would like to submit an article or
personal profile regarding you or your,
Checker, please feel free to submit all
It’s not too late to make plans to visit
content to the email address on the right us in Rockford on Aug 19th, and see
side of this page.
the Oswald Checker discussed on
page 23. As always we’ll share
So what’s new in this issue? This is a
photos of members Checkers and
special issue where we present two
articles on Checkers used as limousines. showcase Checkers available for sale.
The first limo article is a reprint from the
Don’t forget that we have several
US State Department magazine of 1961. upcoming events. Please consider
The second limo article presents the
joining us at Macungie and Rockford.
Checker extended wheelbase A12E
Please enjoy issue: volume 4 issue 3.
used by luminaries such as Bishop
Sheen back in the early 60’s.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1952,
1957 Checkers
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The Checker Rear Seat Forward Option

The picture above is of actor George Segal traveling in
a Chicago Checker A11. The photo is a
screenshot from the 1977 movie “Rollercoaster”. If
you are a true Checker geek, there is something you
may notice, something very unique about this
picture. Can you see it?
Well, actor Segal is sitting far forward of the rear
seat. Additionally, he is sitting straight behind the
driver, if he was in a jump seat his body would be
pivoting to the right side of the Checker and he
probably would not be able to hang his arm out of the
window over the door handle in a relaxed position,

so what is it that makes this Checker different?
The answer: this Checker has the rear seat
forward option. Introduced in the 1960, this
option eliminated the standard jump seats found
in Checker taxicabs and the rear seat sits far
forward resulting in and expanded trunk
capacity.
At the time Checker Motor touted the new
design “this unique achievement in taxicab
design is now available for those operators
that desire a reduction in passenger area
compartment without any sacrifice of
exclusive features for passengers and driver
comfort that are inherent in Checker
products”.
The option was available right up to the end of
production in 1982. Rare today, it’s hard to find
surviving examples since the option was
typically ordered for Taxicabs, but not A12
Marathons.
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The survival rates for commercial taxicabs is very low, so
finding actual rear seat forward taxis within the already
small fleet of commercial Checker survivors is very
challenging.
That said, there are two survivors within the ranks of the
ICTA, a 1963 owned by Emerson and Racheal Zentz and
a 1982 owned by Michael Pincus. Emerson has kindly
shared photos of his 63 so we can actually see the impact
of moving the rear seat forward.
Called and option in reality, actual rear seat forward taxis
used a different Checker sedan body. Quite frankly the
rear seat forward is essentially another model, more than
a mere option. Just like the Checker wagon or Aerobus,
the rear seat forward actually used a body with its own
and different part number.
Based on review of CMC Engineering Illustration
documents we can see the real structural differences of
the rear seat forward Checker.
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Like the “Rollercoaster” movie car, the Michael Pincus
rear seat forward survivor is from the Chicago Checker
Taxi fleet.

The floors stampings are significantly
different, the rear floor pan sub assembly
in made up of more stampings required
to build out the enlarged trunk
compartment. Additionally the three
panels that make up that new
compartment area sit in the area where
the rear seat is usually
positioned for regular Checkers.
Notice the curved seats sit far forward

View from within an standard A11 and the
1963 rear seat forward demonstrate the
significant difference
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The floor pan was also modified with the addition
of a forward seat support to cradle the seat
cushion.

If you know of any other surviving Checker rear
seat forward cars, please contact us via
Facebook, we would like to build out a registry of
rear seat forward Checkers. Special thanks to
Emerson Zentz and Michael Pincus for providing
the pictures
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State Department Article “State Buys Compacts
Limousines, That is, For Use at Embassies
Reprinted from a State Department Article Fall 1961

The Department of State has extended the compact car
trend to the limousine. This it has done by transforming a
new medium weight sedan by the addition of such “extras” as
gray broadcloth upholstery. A glass partition between driver
and passenger areas, and an air conditioning unit. The result
is a very presentable and rigged limousine that may prove
especially useful in countries where rough roads are
prevalent, where maintenance facilities are scarce and high
octane gasoline hard to come by.
Such a car, in fact, was suggested last March as a proper
one for use in Russia.
Big time Checker fan Happy Rockefeller

Ambassador Llewellyn E. Thompson told the Department
that the embassy in Moscow has had considerable difficulty
with the maintenance of passenger cars, one expensive
make in particular assigned to him. “These cars,” he
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said, “are not suitable for the cobblestones and
rough roads encountered in the Soviet
Union. While they can be used in Moscow and
its environs they are not suitable for any long
distance travel, and there is always the problem
of obtaining a high octane gasoline which they
require.”
The Ambassador said he had learned that Mrs.
Nelson Rockefeller, wife of the New York
Governor, wanting such a car in which she
could sit upright, had purchased one of the new
medium weight class. She had it painted black
and re-upholstered.
Mr. Thompson said he understood the was
“highly presentable and that its rigid
construction made it practical for use on rough
roads. “ He suggested that the Department
“may wish to look into the possibility of a similar
purchase for this and other missions having
comparable conditions.” It so happened that the

Llewellyn E. Thompson and President Kennedy discussing Checker’s
expansion into Russia, the secret weapon to end the Cold War

the division of Supply Management had already
investigated the vehicle manufactured by the Checker
Motors Corporation in the course of a long search for
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an acceptable automobile for assignment to chiefs of
missions at posts restricted to cars that cost no more
than $3800.
The first of the two experimental limousines was
delivered to the Department on August 21. It was
shipped to Moscow early this month. The second unit
purchased will be sent to San Salvador. The Division of
Supply Management lists these favorable
features: The price of $3800 is within the legislative
price ceiling. Its six cylinder engine, standard
transmission and generally uncomplicated construction
should reduce post mechanical problems. And its high
silhouette makes it easy to enter and leave.
The basic sedan was shipped from Kalamazoo to New
York where an automobile body firm fabricated and
installed a center glass partition-deemed necessary for
security reasons—and upholstered the rear
compartment in the same broadcloth used in very
expensive limousines

tThe two experimental models bought so far
contain two utility jump seats. More satisfactory
auxiliary seating and some other improvements are
under consideration.
An advantage emphasized by the manufacturer is
that many of its parts are interchangeable with
those used in other makes. This it was suggested,
would be useful in foreign posts when
replacements parts are needed
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Model Marathon A12E Town Custom Limo
The “E” stands for extended wheelbase, Introduced for 1962 and
produced for almost two decades. This limo version of the
Marathon was built for the high end professional car market.
Differences between the A11 Taxi, Marathon and Superba were
the extended wheelbase at 129 inches and limo attributes such
as driver divider, in seat radio, foot and arm rests. Some models
were equipped with vinyl roofs and opera windows.
The venerable Bishop Fulton John Sheen of the Catholic Church
known for his preaching and especially his

work on television and radio ordered a
custom built limo from Checker. As
Checker had done in the past, Checker
contracted Kalamazoo based Ray
Dietrich to design the car for Sheen.
Dietrich had worked as a consultant
for Checker after he left: Ford,
LaBaron and Chrysler in the
1930’s. Dietrich was best known at
Checker for designing the A4 in 1947.
Subsequently Bishop Scheen sent a
thankyou letter to Dietrich regarding
Dietrich’s work on the Checker Custom
Limo. Quoting Scheen “Never did I
think I would have an automobile
whose appointments were designed by
America’s first automotive artist”. I am
sure Sheen secured a special place in
heaven for Ray Dietrich, the Bishop
seemed to truly love his Checker!
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The Town Custom name was removed in 1964, but the
car continued in production known just as a long wheel
base Checker A12E.
Post 1967 the windshield was increased in height. In the
mid 70’s the famous Checker girder bumpers we added to
this solid, purpose built luxury professional car.
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The Stillborn Model D Post War Prototype

As the war ended, Checker was facing the
challenge of designing and producing a new
post war car. During this period Checker utilized
two innovative consultants, Herbert J Snow and
Ray Dietrich. Snow was formerly the chief of
engineering at Auburn-Cord-Duesenberg. While
at A-C-D, Snow was the engineering leader who
designed the front wheel drive system used on
the classic Cord 810.

Morris Markin hired Ray Dietrich as a
consultant in May 1938, for the hefty sum of one
hundred dollars a day. Like Snow, Dietrich was
The Checker Model A was only made for two full years;
an experienced designer, having worked for
1939 and 1940. 1941 was a shortened model run due to
Briggs, Le Baron and eventually Chrysler.
WWII. Over the years the rumur grew up that Morris
Markin melted down all the body tools and dies for the war Dietrich’s rise at Chrysler was largely based to
his redesign of the Chrysler Airflow, with his
effort. Automobile production ceased during the fight
resulting Airstreams saving Chrysler from the
against Adolph Hitler and the Japanese. During this
sales failure of the Airflow.
period, Checker participated in the fight by supplying the
army with trailers to be used with that new invention of the
Now, with two of the automotive industry’s top
war, the Jeep.
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engineers, Checker set out to introduce a
replacement for the Model A. Called the Model B,
the new, very unconventional Checker was to be
very different from Checkers of the past, or for that
matter any US produced car. Snow’s proposal would
be a rear engine/rear drive vehicle, much like the
Volkswagen Microbus of the 1950s. In a memo in
May 1945 Snow laid out his vision. He wrote:

Rear engine Model C test mule

Herb Snow CMC employee 1939-1960
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‘The primary purpose of a vehicle of this kind is to
carry passengers comfortably and economically. To
do this, passengers must be placed in the most
advantageous seating and riding position. The
vehicle must be light if it is to operate economically.
Keeping weight to a minimum means that the entire
vehicle must be as compact as possible without any
sacrifice in passenger space.’
The project progressed to the development of a
mule. Designated the Model C, it utilized a
sidevalve Continental 6 placed transversely in the
rear of the cab, mated to a Warner three speed
manual transmission. The overall length of the cab
was 198.5 inches and the wheelbase was 100
inches. As was always the case with Checker being
an “assembled car”, many components for
the Model C were sourced from the “parts bin” of
other makers and independent component
producers. In the case of the test mule, the front
and rear suspension, brakes and wheels were from
Studebaker.

Line drawing of the proposed Model C
The test mule went through extensive testing, and
the results were poor. Prior to his death, Snow
recounted to automotive writer Karl Ludvigsen the
facts of the project:

‘The objections to this design were that a vehicle of
this type with the engine mounted in the rear behind
the rear axle cannot have good weight distribution on
a short wheelbase. There was too much weight on
the rear wheels for good roadability and
performance.
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Furthermore we had passenger seats facing each
other as in trains and this we considered would be
very objectionable to the passengers who rode
backwards in the front seat.’
With poor handling and questionable passenger
comfort, the project was killed.
In the summer of 1945, Snow moved on to a new
project, the Checker Model D. Like the Model C, it too
was equally unconventional. It would be a front wheel
drive vehicle with a transverse engine mounted
forward of the cab. Plans called for a significant
number of variations to be produced, including
sedans, limos, station wagons, coupes, convertibles
and light trucks.
Having designed the Cord 810 front drive system,
Snow would bring an extensive amount of experience
to the table. Dietrich would handle the exterior
design.
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Two running prototypes, a five-passenger sedan and a
seven-passenger taxicab were developed. The prototypes
were equipped with a transverse mounted Continental 6
cylinder engines mated to a 3-speed manual transmission.
The prototypes rode on a 112-inch wheelbase within a
total length of 189.5 inches, six inches shorter than the
1946 Ford sedan and a foot shorter than the Model
C prototype.
The Dietrich styling was quite attractive and current.
Unlike the Model A, its front end styling was well
integrated into the overall design of the car, bearing a very
close resemblance to the 1941 Chrysler. The end
result was that the compact little cars were effective,
efficient and stunning to boot.
The two prototypes were tested for well over 100,000
miles. The taxicab was tested in real taxi service,
accumulating over 35,000 miles and the sedan ran in tests
totalling over 65,000 miles. According to Snow, quoted
in Special Interest Auto Magazine in 1973: ‘The
passengers commented on the
16

Proposed Model D Taxi, Limousine, Woody and Ambulance

Source: Ray Dietrich Archive
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Proposed Model D Sedans, Woody and Coupe

Source: Ray Dietrich Archive
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Proposed Model D Convertible, Pickup, Panel Van and Ambulance

Source: Ray Dietrich Archive
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the excellent ride qualities and the drivers claimed it was
easy to keep on the road, handled well in traffic and on
the highway.’ Tested in the early winter, according to
Snow:
‘In heavy blizzards under adverse road conditions, it
performed exceptionally well, pulling out from curbs
blocked with snow without difficulty.’ Although both
vehicles tested well, in the end it appeared that the Model
D would have a higher cost per unit to produce. Tests also
indicated that maintenance cost for the more complex
FWD Checker would be higher than Taxi operators would
find acceptable.
The Model D project was killed in 1946, which left
Checker with a major problem. The company had not
produced a car in close to five years and whatever Markin
had done with the body tooling, there was none left from
the Model A to continue production in the post war years.
A new effort was initiated to quickly develop a
modified version of the Model A, the resulting product
would be the Model A2

The resulting Model A2 and combination of Model D
styling and Model A engineering
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The Oswald Getaway Car, A 1962 Checker Model
A11 Taxicab
front door, hailed down this Checker cab #36
and had the driver William Wayne Whaley drive
him back to his rooming house.

On Friday November 22nd 1963, John F. Kennedy,
the 35th President was assassinated at 12:30 p.m. Central
Standard Time in Dealey Plaza in Dallas, Texas. Fatally
shot by Lee Harvey Oswald, he was traveling with his
wife, Jacqueline, Texas Governor John Connally, and
Connally’s wife, Nellie, in a presidential motorcade.
Only minutes after Lee Harvey Oswald assassinated
President Kennedy from the sixth floor of the book
depository building, he casually walked out

Whaley tried to make conversation with Oswald.
“What the hell you think happened out there? he
recalled asking Oswald as an opener. Oswald
didn’t answer him back. He asked to be
dropped off two blocks past his rooming house.
The fare was $0.95 he gave him a dollar and
said keep the change.
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After exiting the Checker Cab, Oswald would then kill J. D.
Tippit a uniformed on duty police officer who was an 11year veteran with the Dallas Police Department.
Two years later, in 1965 taxi driver William Wayne Whaley
would die In an unfortunate accident in his Checker
Cab. The surprise to many is that the 1962 Checker
driven by Whaley in 1963 still exists. The crash Checker
from 1965 was not cab 36. Cab 36 served the city of
Dallas until 1969. The Checker Cab Company of Dallas
would later sell the Checker to The Pate Museum in Fort
Worth. In 2010 the Checker taxi number 36 sold for
$35,750 and is now on display at Historic Auto Attractions
of in Roscoe, Illinois.
The Checker is in very good condition and appears to be
original. Looks like it just came out of service. The
Checker is indeed a Model A11 taxicab and it is equipped
with the rare rear seat forward option. The Checker is
equipped with a flathead six Continental engine.
A notable Checker with a sad story.
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ICTA Member Checkers!

Ray Tomkinson, UK

Andy Taylor, MS

Chad Elmore, WS.
Brandon Burns, Montana.

Photos courtesy of member Ray Tomkinson of Banks, Sefton
UK. Some great shots of his NVY Checker being used in a
recent promotion for Jet2 City Breaks.
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Post Litigation, Website Back Up
We did it!!!!!! A heartfelt big thank you to all who
contributed!! We can quickly rebuild the website and
add some additional features. This is without a doubt
the greatest Checker Cab Club! Emerson
Zentz, Christian Hutter, Tom Polrbear, Will
Brandum, Chris Monier Lily Joplin Noonan, Robert
Evanoff Jr., Daniel Ricci, Bill Beurkens, Matt Thomas,
Jeff Friedman, Daniel Smith, John Roos, Mika
Metsäpelto, F Reid Shippen, Tim Armas Walt
Lynn, Chris Boyd, Adam Burlett, David Manuele, Chris
Lindahl, Michael Pincus, Don Furu, Stephen Disbrowe.
A special thank you to John Logan, Christopher
Markin the Markin family and Ben Merkel for their
document donation to the archive! As stated earlier
today, we fought a very difficult battle against people
set on shutting us down. The legal fees of $40K to
stop two injunctions was a very high price to pay, the
monies donated to rebuild the website from the
greatest Checker fans around demonstrated that the
battle was worth the good fight. Thank you so much!!!
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Checker Taxi Calamities

Cab driver inspects Chicago Checker Cab 4567 after
an object fell and destroyed the roof. Amazing that
the sheet metal was peeled away from the glass with
out shattering. Note the Yellow Cab Checker Model
A8 in opposite lane photo circa 1962

August 6, 1946: FIRE DESTROYS CABS, Chicago The skeletons of nearly 40 Checker Cabs after a fire
destroyed the second garage of the Checker
company within three days. Police are checking the
possibility of "grudge" arson. ACME Newspictures
26
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Checker Cab Club Conventions 2017
The Illinois Railway Museum is the largest railroad
museum in the United States and is located in Union,
Illinois, 55 miles (89 km) northwest of Chicago.

August 18, 19 and 20th

Since 1957 the museum’s mission is to demonstrate
the vital role railroads have played in the growth of the
Chicago area as well as the United States as a whole.
There are over 450 pieces of prototype equipment in its
collection as well as numerous displays. Visitors may
ride on some of the museum's electric, steam and
diesel powered train

Roscoe,
Illinois

More detail to follow on the website
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SEVEN Checkers to be auctioned on July 15th! The Ron
Hackenberger Collection consists of over 700 rare, unique,
cars, trucks, motorcycles, tractors & buggies and more. This
collection has Micro Cars, Limos,Foreign Cars, Approx.250
Studebaker Cars and Trucks along with rare Studebaker
Wagons and Buggies. 1947 Indian, 1949 Harley, and so much
more. There are also collector tractor from IH to John Deere.
Everything from project to restored and original vehicles. It's
amazing and you won't want to miss this auction!

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale July 1st 2017

1981 Checker Marathon ( Calif car no Rust ) current
Registration, STUDIO RENTAL OR WEDDINGS OR HIGH
SCHOOL PROMS Start your business!!! New Paint and New
stickers, Original meter and top sign original Checker, New
Interior, New window rubbers, New window sweeps, New
Brakes, New Battery, New water pump, New saprk plugs, New
spark plug wires, New front and Rear shocks, Tires great
condition, New door seals, Runs great GM V6 Auto and A/C
Asking $30 Grand (562) 889-1999

1968 Checker Station Wagon, 350 chevy engine,
automatic, runs good, no rust, interior very good, drives
well. we have listed this car for a business assoc.
please call Larry with any question at
Arundel, Maine
207-590-6170

1970 Checker Marathon. Car was given to me by my
grandfather, ready to pass it on to the next person. As
you could see in the ad, it has very low mileage.
Besides that everything is good condition as far as I
know, would be best to come see it in person for
yourself! please contact me if there's any specific
questions you may have. Looking for $7,000-$9,000. If
you have another offer in mind, send it my way and
we'll talk about it more. (347) 671-4452

1977 Checker Motors Marathon 5.7 L 350 CID
Very rare sedan-style body type (Thought to be
fewer than 8 left in existence) 8 Door, 15
Passenger, Rides / Drives great. Extensive Owner
/ Maintenance Records Available
New Brakes, Radiator and Fuel Lines
Smog Check 12/23/15. $22,500
email: nwgmj-6163286292@sale.craigslist.org

1979 Checker Marathon A12E extended wheelbase. V8, Automatic, Cold
A/C, vintage search light, 115k original miles, dry bar in back original
interior, great matching set of tires. Always privately owned and never a
cab! Only @ 79 of these made in 1979. Production ceased in 1982. Vehicle
has customary rust bubbles in areas and rockers, but runs very smoothly
@ 65+ mph and the A/C is cold. Battleship Gray over Black interior.
Price: $7800

reply by email: rqggb-6144439395@sale.craigslist.org

1972 Checker Marathon - very rare. Perhaps 1000 - 1500 still on the road, and this
is one of the finest examples. Never a cab. Never lived outside of North Carolina but has been to Alaska twice, Europe once with full-sized Airstream trailer.
Approximately 5,000 miles on complete redo. Everything new (original interior, but
with new carpet); new crate Chevrolet 350 V8 (290 HP) with 100,000 mile (JEGS)
warranty; Edelbrock 4BB; all new mechanicals, brakes, fuel lines, etc.
Professionally stripped to bare metal, then professionally painted. Much better than
new. Been daily driver for past year - drive anywhere (drove from North Carolina to
Petoskey last week trouble free). $21,000 OBO - much more invested. Reply by

email: 6vmdk-6186762979@sale.craigslist.org

Classifieds Ads: Current For Sale Feb 25th 2017

1976 Marathon Checker Cab - $7500 (St.Augustine.
Beach)
zEmail: pm8s-5980578417@sale.craigslist.org
1976 Marathon Checker Cab, 4 door sedan , runs good , rebuilt Chevy 350 engine
40 K on engine, 30 k on rebuilt auto transmission. A classic automobile fun to
drive," they don't make me like this anymore" definitely an eye catcher. It sleeps in
the garage at night ,once owned by the Vice President of marathon .
I need to downsize a bit is the reason I'm selling it,and would like to pass the fun on
to a good home.

“One of 13 such models made in 1982, the final year of production in Kalamazoo,
MIDark Green with full black vinyl roof and opera windowsBlack vinyl and velour
interiorOriginal GM 267 CID V-8 engineTurbo Hydramatic 400 three-speed
automatic transmission and 2.72 rear endDual Frostemp air-conditioningFloormounted auxiliary heater under driver’s seatNew in 2013, paint, vinyl roof, radiator,
electric radiator fan, exhaust, power front disc brakes, rocker and quarter panels,
hood, battery, radial tires and cruise controlNear rear brakes in 2016Pioneer
AM/FM stereo with CD playerDocumentation includes original Checker Motor
Corporation build sheet” Best OFFER

636-600-4600

Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set
of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab
Club
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and
gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a
now defunct company. These are the same exact size
and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon.
Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help
you install them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on
my car)
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas.
Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative
captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic
Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by
film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of
the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car
variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

End Photo
Advertisement

9331 Johnell Road
Chatsworth, CA 91311
818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus

Checker Cab Manufacturing
Promotional Photo of the new Checker
Model A8. Photo Kalamazoo Plant.

